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CO-DESIGN TEAM

Co-Design Workshop: International collaborations
The COVISION Co-Design team has completed phase 2 of its workplan
with its third on-line workshop on 16 October. A highlight of the CoDesign process was the exchange of ideas and feedback with Co-Design
teams in Mexico and Taiwan. All were impressed by the work of their
sister teams, and sent plenty of positive feedback. They also noticed
differences between countries; for example, in Mexico many children do
not have adequate homes, which worsens all the other problems during a
pandemic. Children in Taiwan studied on-screen for long hours, and are
concerned about how this affects their eyesight. All the teams have used
the feedback to strengthen their own presentations for their respective
Pitch Days. Co-Design teams in Australia and the USA have launched a
similar process. More at https://www.covision.ie/co-design-workshop

CRAG

COVISION CRAG 11th meeting, 23 Oct.
The COVISION Ireland CRAG (Children’s Research Advisory Group) will hold
its 11th meeting on Sunday 23 October, online via Zoom at the usual time
of 4.00 pm. In a busy agenda, the CRAG will look at the final plans for Pitch
Day, the CRAG’s key role in the COVISION Showcase, the analysis of
children’s COVID-related artwork, and future directions for the CRAG. More
about the COVISION CRAG at: https://www.covision.ie/ireland-crag-news

CO-DESIGN TEAM

COVISION Co-Design Team: Ready for Pitch Day
On Pitch Day (Tuesday 01 November) the Ireland Co-Design
team will present its proposals for change to a panel of invited
policy experts from the Department for Children and Youth
(DCEDIY), Department of Education, Department of Health,
Health Research Board (HRB), TUSLA (Government Children’s
Agency), and the Children’s Ombudsman. At its online workshop
on 16 October, the team members (ages 10-17) finalised their
proposals and presentation, ready for pitch Day.
More at: https://www.covision.ie/co-design-workshop-ireland

CRAG

COVISION CRAG at November showcase
The COVISION Showcase will take place at UCD’s Belfield campus in
Dublin on Saturday 26 November 2022, from 10.00 - 13:00. Everyone
involved, including CRAG members, Co-Design Team members, and
their families, is warmly invited. There will be a presentation of the work
of all our international Co-Design teams, and keynotes from the Minister
for Children and the Children’s Ombudsman. A highlight of the event will
be a conversation with the COVISION CRAG.
See the full programme and book a free ticket on-line at:
https://www.covision.ie/events

